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Purpose

To study magnetic topology evolution and plasma confinement in stellarators
with heating source, anisotropic conduction, and other extended MHD effects.

Goals:

Study the beta limit in toroidal, not linear plasmas

Analyze the effects of anisotropic thermal conduction on achievable beta

Improve the understanding of transport in stellarator stochastic fields

Investigate the parametric dependencies of MHD equilibria

Compare with results from the HINT2 code

Study the stability properties near beta limits



Traditional Stellarator Beta Limit Observed

As the magnetic axis shift approaches half of the minor radius, the near
total loss of flux surfaces limits the achievable beta

Spitzer resistivity is used
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Effective Thermal Transport Is Computed A Posteriori

In steady state, assuming nearly incompressible plasma, the temperature
satisfies

Q = ∇ ·
(
n
[
χ‖b̂b̂ + χ⊥(I − b̂b̂)

]
·∇T

)
⇒∇ · (nχeff ∇T )

where we have defined the effective thermal transport. We can solve for this by
integrating over the volumes bounded by temperature isosurfaces and using the
Divergence Theorem

χeff = −
˝

Q dV‚
n|∇T |dS

.

χeff will be a good metric for cross
field transport when temperature
isosurfaces closely align with flux
surfaces, which is satisfied when
thermal conduction is highly
anisotropic.



Stochastic Region Increases Heat Transport Rate

Diamagnetic and Pfirsch-Schluter currents at high beta induce the Shafranov
shift and island growth, resulting in flux surface stochasticity which increases
heat transport



Perpendicular Conduction Changes Heat Transport Throughout Confined
Plasma Region

We can also consider the parametric dependence of equilibria with fixed parallel
thermal conductivity (χ‖,0) and global constant heating (Q), varying
perpendicular thermal conductivity (χ⊥,0)



Parallel Conduction Effects Heat Transport Across Stochastic Field Region

We next consider the parametric dependence of equilibria with varying parallel
thermal conductivity (χ‖,0), fixed perpendicular thermal conductivity (χ⊥,0)
and global constant heating (Q)



Magnetic Axis Shift Appears Directly Correlated With Achievable Beta

The only cases with significant variation from the linear trend have wide
temperature profiles due to low anisotropy and therefore see significant
influence from the cold wall boundary condition.



Stochastic Transport Rates Can Be Estimated Analytically

Different regimes are possible depending on size of transport length scales
(Krommes, 1982)

The complete collisional transport rate given by Rechester and Rosenbluth has
an additional logarithmic factor

DRR =
DmD‖

LK log
(
Lθ/LK

√
D‖/D⊥

)



Transport Length Scales Are Not Trivial To Estimate

The magnetic field diffusion rates

Dm = 〈b2〉Lac

are typically described in terms of perturbations to nested flux surfaces,
which are non-trivial to extract from a fully nonlinear 3D system.

Our best option is to perform averages over level sets of temperature and
treat misalignment with the magnetic field as the transport mechanism

〈b2〉 ≈

〈
B2
ψ

B2

〉
ψ

≈
〈

(B ·∇T )2

B2|∇T |2

〉
T

.

To determine the autocorrelation length we must also know the paths of
unperturbed fieldlines, `, whose pitch can not be accurately known.

Lac =

ˆ ∞
0

d`
〈b(`)b(0)〉

b2(0)
.

With any reasonable approximations for the fieldline pitch that have been
attempted so far, these integrals do not show signs of convergence.



Rough Comparison With Analytic Models Can Still Be Made

We can loosely compare the effective transport computed from the heat flux to
the analytic models if we ignore the length scale dependencies by assuming
Lac ≈ LK ≈ Lθ ≈ δ⊥

Comparisons are shown over the entire plasma despite analytic models only
being valid for stochastic fieldlines
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Rechester-Rosenbluth Formula Agrees the Best Across All Runs



Observed Fieldline Wandering Is Not Brownian

Fieldlines present in NIMROD have essentially 4 different types:

Nested

Islands and corrugations

Confined stochastic fieldlines

Short fieldlines tied to the wall

All fieldline types play a roll in transport and transitions from one type to the
next are smooth.



Fieldline Behavior Also Does Not Match Results From PIES Code

PIES re-computes equilibrium fields from VMEC reconstruction of LHD

It allows tensorial pressure tensor terms (similar to viscous stress tensor)

As a result force balance does not require B ·∇p 6= 0

ρ is defined from original VMEC flux coordinates (enforces nested surfaces)



Next Steps

Prepare manuscript for publication

Analyze the effects of varying resistivity and viscosity

Continue equilibrium comparison with HINT2 code

Attempt linear instability simulations

Study advanced closures and more realistic heating sources



Questions?



HINT2 Has Studied Beta Limits In LHD

Pressure profile is fixed as p = p0(1− s)(1− s4).

At blue circle J× B = ∇p can no longer be satisfied on stochastic field
lines and pressure profile must be released → soft beta limit.

At green circle hard beta limit is hit as axis is pushed into separatrix.

Y. Suzuki, et al. IAEA FEC 2008, TH/P9-19



HINT2 Currently Uses a Very Different Physics Model

Solves for MHD equilibrium by relaxing initial condition.

Toroidal coordinates make no assumption about magnetic geometry.

Uses 4th order spatial finite differencing and RK4.



Preliminary HINT2 Simulations of the NIMROD ` = 2,M = 10 Torsatron
Show Similar Flux Surface Degradation

Pressure profile is p = p0(1− s) within closed flux regions and relaxed outside.

[Y. Suzuki private communication]



Spatial Details Vary But Global Quantities in Close Agreement Between
HINT2 and NIMROD

NIMROD: χ‖ = 105, χ⊥ = 0.1, uniform heat

HINT2: [Y. Suzuki]



NIMROD and HINT2 Comparison Ideas

Ensure vacuum fields agree to high accuracy
Compare toroidal flux, rotational transform, and Poincare Sections more
carefully

Characterize effects of varying resistivity on NIMROD solutions
Current NIMROD runs use Spitzer resistivity,but HINT2 results are
independent of resistivity

Try recreating NIMROD equilibria with HINT2 (from P(ψ))
Need to define LCFS or ψ = 1 location consistently (10% or 1% of peak
pressure)
See if pressure relaxation is required in HINT2

Start low and increase beta

Compare results at different conduction anisotropy (and source profile?)
Different Lin needed to see agreement?

Check agreement with different resistivity?
Repeat comparison with different viscosity?

flow ⇒ J× B 6= ∇p in NIMROD



Beta Effects Have Been Studied Previously With NIMROD

Mark Schlutt’s simulations of helically
symmetric (straight) stellarators
showed significant equilibrium changes.

Vacuum fields have analytic solutions
with nested flux surfaces.

Results show variation in achievable
beta with heating rate, conduction
anisotropy, and symmetry breaking
perturbations.

No physically meaningful explanations
for disruptive behavior were given.



Stellarator Beta Is Not Instability Limited

Maximum achievable beta in tokamaks can be directly attributed to
present instabilities.

The W7-AS and LHD stellarators have shown operation is possible well
beyond Mercier predicted limits.

Predicted unstable modes instead saturate at low amplitude, which has
been largely attributed equilibrium changes.

A complete and detailed understanding of beta limits in stellarators is
important for design and operation of these devices.

[A. Weller, et. al., Fusion Science and Technology Vol. 50 , Iss. 2,2006]



NIMROD Mesh Limits Stellarator Geometries

NIMROD currently requires an axisymmetric domain boundary and does
not permit point currents within the plasma domain.

First fully 3D stellarators simulated were modeled after the Auburn
Compact Toroidal Hybrid (CTH).

Results have been published demonstrating simulated current driven
instabilities (M.G. Schlutt) and sawtooth stabilization (N.A. Roberds) with
others in preparation (J.D. Hebert and E.C. Howell).



CTH Has Poor High Beta Behavior

There are 3 primary quantities used to assess the equilibrium quality and MHD
stability of stellarators:

rotaional transform: ῑ =
Ψ

Φ
,

magnetic shear: s = 2
V

ῑ

dῑ

dV
,

magnetic well: Ŵ = 2
V

〈B2〉
d

dV

〈
B2

2

〉
,

where Ψ is the poloidal magnetic flux, Φ is the toroidal magnetic flux, V is the
volume within a given flux surface. The average defined here is
〈Q〉 =

´
Q
B
d`
/ ´

d`
B

where the integral is taken along field lines.



An Alternative Torsatron Configuration Is Designed

Stellarator magnetic fields are provided by helical coils with additional
corrections from vertical field coils and/or toroidal field coils.

Helical coils wrap around a toroidal surface making M poloidal transits,
following a winding law of the form

φ =
`

M
θ +

I∑
i=1

αi sin(iθ) +
J∑

j=1

βj cos(jθ),

or

θ =
M

`
φ+

I∑
i=1

ai sin(iφ) +
J∑

j=1

bj cos(jφ).

The Integrable Field Torsatron (IFT) code has used to:

Parameterize coil set

Compute magnetic fields from coils

Trace magnetic field lines

Optimize user specified field qualities (e.g. magnetic axis location,
rotational transform values, magnetic island sizes)



Target Configuration

An ` = 2,M = 10 torsatron with 2 helical field coils is expected to have good
behavior at high beta and widely a tune-able magnetic configuration.



Varying the Magnetic Axis Position Significantly Effects Fields

Vertical field coil current can be varied to fit fields within axisymmetric domain.



Primary Configuration Studied is ` = 2,M = 10 Torsatron

The ` = 2,M = 10 torsatron offers good behavior at high beta and fits within
NIMROD’s axisymmetric domain requirement.



Extended MHD Model is Being Solved By NIMROD

These equations provide an interesting and tractable model for studying
stellarators.

ρ0

∂v

∂t
+ ρ0(v ·∇)v = J× B−∇p + ρ0∇ · νW ,

W = ∇v + (∇v)T − 2

3
∇ · vI ,

n0

γ − 1

(
∂T

∂t
+ v ·∇T

)
= −p

2
∇ · v −∇ · q + Q,

q= −n0

[
χ‖b̂b̂ + χ⊥(I − b̂b̂)

]
·∇T ,

∂B

∂t
= −∇× E + κdivB∇∇ · B,

E = −v × B + ηJ,

η= η0

(
T

T0

)−3/2

,

µ0J = ∇× B,

The heat source, Q, presently being used is uniform throughout the domain.



Effective Thermal Transport Is Computed

In steady state, assuming nearly incompressible plasma, the eqation for
temperature becomes

����������n

γ − 1

(
∂T

∂t
+ v ·∇T

)
+
�
��p

2
∇ · v = ∇ ·

(
n
[
χ‖b̂b̂ + χ⊥(I − b̂b̂)

]
·∇T

)
+ Q.

We can define an effective thermal transport along ∇T which satisfies

Q = ∇ · (nχeff ∇T ) .

this can be solved by integrating over the volumes bounded by temperature
isosurfaces and using the Divergence Theorem
˚

Q dV = −
˚

∇·(nχeff ∇T ) dV = −
‹

nχeff ∇T · dS = −χeff

‹
n|∇T | dS ,

χeff = −
˝

Q dV‚
n|∇T |dS

.

The surface integral is computed numerically by averaging contour integrals at
different toroidal angles and multiplying by the magnetic axis length.



Stochastic Fields Are Formed When Magnetic Islands Overlap

Applying a small magnetic perturbation normal to nested magnetic
surfaces, Bψ, will cause islands to form on the surface where the
perturbation is resonant
The island size will be proportional to the size of the perturbation,
Bψ/|B|, the magnetic shear, and geometric factors
When a broad spectrum of normal perturbations a applied islands will form
on many surfaces
If nearby islands are sufficiently large that they overlap, the fieldlines will
fill the volume stochastically

Sarff, CMPD, 2009



Simple Estimate of Stochastic Transport

Thermal transport in a collisional plasma can be described to lowest by the
anisotropic diffusion equation (Braginskii, 1965)

q = −n
[
χ‖b̂b̂ + χ⊥(I − b̂b̂)

]
·∇T

To estimate the effect of a small normal perturbation to otherwise nested
magnetic fields we can look for an effective conductivity 〈q〉 = −nχs∇T
which results from b̂→ Bψ/|B|ψ̂ << 1 where ψ̂ describes the
unperturbed surface

Since ∇T is parallel to ψ̂ for unperturbed surfaces, the transport equation
reduces to

q ≈ n

[
χ‖

B2
ψ

B2
+ χ⊥

]
∇T

Performing a sufficient average of this equation gives the relation

χs ≈ χ‖

〈
B2
ψ

B2

〉
+ χ⊥

The most representative average would be over an ensemble of random
perturbations Bψ, but in this work we will replace these with averages over
the unperturbed flux surfaces



More Rigorous Stochastic Transport Analysis Requires Careful Treatment

If the motion of a stochastic fieldline can be approximately described by a
Brownian random walk, then the diffusion of fieldlines themselves can be
approximated by the magnetic diffusion coefficient

Dm =
(∆r)2

∆`
= Lac

〈
B2
ψ

B2

〉
,

where ` is the distance along an unperturbed fieldline and Lac is the
auto-correlation length of the perturbation and describes the parallel
length scale of the perturbations
To determine heat transport, we also have to consider how particles are
transported relative to the magnetic fields which introduces additional
scales: the collisional mean-free-path λν , the perpendicular length scale of
the magnetic perturbations Lψ, and the stochastic fieldline divergence
length Lk (also known as the Kolmogorov or Lypunov length)

Sarff, CMPD, 2009



Effective Radial Wandering

3D structure of stellarator flux surfaces complicates plots of fieldline radial
wandering and hides confinement losses.

Considering effective (or average) radial motion relative to surfaces of constant
temperature is more meaningful.
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